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Appendices s 

AA Video data used in the experiments 

Alll  experiments are based on real-world image1 sequences. Most sequences originate from 
PALL coded video material, provided by the broadcasting station TV-Noord. Color was 
transformedd into gray scale using standard transformation. Depending on the resolution 
desiredd by our algorithms we removed interlacing from the sequences in two different 
ways. . 

Thee most straight forward approach for removing interlacing is by considering only 
thee even lines in each frame. This results in a sequence, containing 25 images of 284x768 
pixelss per second. These sequences were used for the experiments in chapters 3 and 4. A 
disadvantagee of this approach is the reduced vertical resolution. 

Thee vertical resolution can be preserved by means of interpolation. For each frame, 
ann image of even lines and an image of odd hues is successively recorded at a frequency of 
5UHz.. The image data should therefore be considered as a sequence of 50 (sparse) images 
perr second. The missing image lines in these frames can be reconstructed by means of 
verticall  interpolation. We applied simple Gaussian interpolation in vertical direction to 
restoree the missing data1. This results in a sequence, containing 50 images of 508x768 
pixelss per second. These sequences were used for the experiments in chapters 2 and 5. 

Inn chapter 3 we also describe experiments based on two sequences of the well-known 
Fiorinoo video data. The Fiorino road sequences are provided at the internet by the 
Istitutoo Elettroteenieo Xazionale Galileo Ferraris (IEN): 
http://www.ien.it/is/visIib/road-iuono_iniages.html.. These sequences contain 15 gray 
scalee images of 280x360 pixels per second. In chapter 3. these sequences are referred to 
ass Fiorinol and Fiorinu2. 

'Thee interpolation introduces some smoothing of the image data in vertical direction. For most 
practicall  application- (like onrsj. this smoothing is desirable to suppress image- noise. 

http://www.ien.it/is/visIib/road-iuono_iniages.html
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BB Statistics for the estimation of the FOE 

Thee estimation of the location of the FOE. if^./y). is based on measurement data of 
MM (M > 2) tracks in the image plane. This appendix illustrates how inaccuracies 
inn the measurement data propagate to inaccuracies in the estimation of the FOE. The 
measurementss contain the observed positions (rr(t}<  t'y(t)) of background points that were 
trackedd in time. The inaccuracy in the observations is denoted by (<7.,.,<7y). 

Thee estimation of the FOE can be divided into 2 steps. First each track is ap-
proximatedd by a straight line. Next, the (virtual) intersection of the lifted lines, which 
correspondss to the location of the FOE. is estimated. The inaccuracy in the observa-
tions.. {Uj-.Gy). lead to inaccuracies in each line fit. Subsequently, these inaccuracies in 
thee model parameters of each line lead to an uncertainty in the estimated intersection of 
thesee lines. We first analyze how the inaccuracy (aT. ay) leads to inaccurate estimation of 
thee model parameters of each line fit. Next we present how the uncertainty in the model 
parameterss propagate to inaccuracy in the estimation of the intersection of these lines. 

Fittingg a straight line to the measurement data 

Thee measurement data of one track of length Ar is denoted by (r.r,, rv,-) with / = 1 . .. N. 
Thee inaccuracy in the measurements is assumed to be normally distributed. We fit a 
straightt line, lj  := rv = '̂o/'V + f'ij-  to this data set. For our application of line fitting, 
simplee Least Squares provides almost the same results as the more complex Orthogonal 
Leastt Squares. Using simple Least Squares means minimizing the following error function, 
assumingg only inaccuracies in the measurement of the vertical position (r^): 

A' ' 

i = i i 

Minimizingg the error function means simultaneously solving equations dEj/dc^j = 0 
andd iJEj/Ocij = 0. From this, the expressions for the parameters cny and C[j  can be 
obtained.. Finally we can use these expressions to approximate the inaccuracy in the 
modell  parameters. Applying the notation: 

.vv  A' ,V :V 

&&  = E r "  s*  = E -'v s"  = E ' - ^ = E '«'v <B-2> 
< = ii  1=1 1=1 i = i 

wee find the following expressions for the model parameters and their inaccuracies 
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Estimatingg the intersection of M straight lines 

Thee FOE is located at the (virtual) intersection of the M straight lines. Due to measure-
ment,, inaccuracies, the M lines wil l not intersect in one and the same point. The best 
approximationn of the FOE. {fr.fy).. is the point that minimizes the sum of geometrical 
distancess between (ƒ*, fy) and each line. The geometrical distance is the distance between 
thee FOE and a line lj, measured along a line perpendicular to lj. This line, denoted by 
/ƒ.. is given by 

IfIf  !v = - — ƒ, + h + hfcoj (B.5) 

andd intersects lj  in point (fxjS,fws): 

ITIT + cojfy ~ CajCij cQjfx + clju + c 
(f*>f»js)(f*>f»js)  = I J T , 1  ,2 ; ; — - 1 (B-6) 

4i4i +1 % + l 

Thee position of the FOE is therefore found by minimizing the following error function: 

AYY ,, .., M 2 

withu,VV = 1 / (^ + 1). 

Thee position ( /^ /y ) is obtained by simultaneously solving equations dEjdfx = 0 and 

dE/dfydE/dfy = 0. Applying the notation: 

MM M M 

5050 = 2_  ̂%' ^'j  '̂oo = 2 ^ cöj ^'j  ^ = Z ^ "'J 
j=lj=l  j=l  j = l 

AYY AY 

511 = ^ ^ Cij ü'j . 5'OL = ^ ^ t'Oj C'ij o-'j 

leadss to the following expression for the estimation of the FOE: 

;; So Si - Sw S'oi 

SwSaoo - (Sur 

' 9 ~ S . , S O O - ( S Q ) 22 ( J J 

Thee inaccuracy {^%-cr'j^} in these estimations is caused by the inaccuracies in cUj and 
rj jj  and can be approximated by the following expressions 

'/»=E<(£)) +1:^, ^ dfvdfv \ v^ -> ( % 

usingg the result of equation B.4 and the relations of B.9. 
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CC Derivation of the error function 

Inn this appendix we derive the error function that was presented in equation 2.10. We 
startt by repeating equation 2.9: 

F(rF(r yy + fy)Aa + F{rT + rx)Ai3 - (rx{r x + r : ) + ry(ry + ry)) A-y 
== 7V"i / ~- i*yfx , V background points (C.12) 

Measurementt inaccuracies are present in the optic flow estimations {fXi,fyt)<  of back-
groundd point i. The solution {An(7), AiJ(t), A")!(t)} we are looking for minimizes the 
summ of geometric squared distances between the final solution and all the w measure-
mentss in their {rxl. rm} space. The final solution describes the following function in the 
{f{f xx.fy}.fy} space: 

rr yy = Ai\ + r (C.13) 

with h 

AA ry]-rT!A1 + FA3 r FrxiAfi + FryiAa - (r2
xi + r ^ ) A 7 

rr xixi + rmA~, - FAa ' rxi + ryiA~, - FAa 

Wee now define the following line /, in the {f.ri,rw} space of the ith measurement: 

'' : = Ty = ~ArT ^ \ ( ^ 

Thiss line goes through the measurement {rxi, fyi) and perpendicularly intersects the func-
tionn of the final solution (equation C.13) in a point {rSXi,rsm). The geometric distance 
betweenn the measurement data and the final solution is measured along this line and 
iss defined by the distance between (rXi.ryi) and (f'w'Ssj,;)- The point of intersection is 
givenn by: 

( r „ „„  r,ui) = -^y—^ {Mr-yi  - F) 4- rri . \2fy, + Ar„  + F) ( d o ) 

Wee want to minimize the sum of geometrical distances between the m measurements and 
thee final solution. This means minimizing the following error function: 

jrjr  ST,- - a  ̂ ,  :i  ST (A'] A a + A ' j A ; j + A * A T ~ M *  ,n , -, EE = 2^{rxi- rSTi) +{ry,  - r,yi.) =  ̂ I 1 ( C l i ) 
t = ii  , = i ^  lJ'  ' 

with h 

A,ii  = F(ry / + ry)) A,3 = -rrt{r ri + rri) - , + rv J 

A ; 22 = F(r,j + r\„)  b, = rxiryi - , (C.18) 

-';; = \J{r,j - FAa + ryiA~f + (ryi + FA.i - rx,A"f 
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whichh equals equation 2.10. Note that weighting parameter U;J corresponds to the weight-
ingg that was proposed by Sampson [5]. They base their weighting parameter u>si on the 
gradientt of the residual function RESt: 

* **  W Ë *  (C-I9) 

with h 
RES,RES, = AaAa + At2Af3 + A t3A^ - b*  (C.20) 

Usingg the following relations: 

^^ = r( j + F ^ - r I j A 7 . ^ = - r t i + F A Q - r.-Ai (C.21) 
OTxiOTxi ' OTyi 

wee see that their weighting parameter is the same as the weighting parameter ujj that we 
found. . 
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DD TTC and image divergence and deformation 

Inn section 5.2.3 we explained how the time-to-contact, r,(/). can be estimated by the 
quotientt of observed vehicle width and the time derivative of the width (equation 5.8 in 
sectionn 5.2.3). This equation is true when the observed motion Held of the vehicle is free 
off  deformation. In case of deformation, this equation only provides an approximation. 

Inn this appendix we look at the influence of deformation for our application. We are 
mainlyy interested in the situations of parallel motion and almost parallel motion (e.g. in 
casee of small steering actions or a slow lane-shift). We consider the situation illustrated 
inn figure D.l. Our own vehicle is moving along a straight lane with pure translational 
motion.. The camera observes the scene behind our vehicle. A co-ordinate frame (A'. Y.'/.) 
iss attached to the nodal point of the camera, with Z-axis opposite to our driving direction. 
Thee XZ-plane is parallel to the surface of the road. 

Figuree D. l . The situation considered in the discussion about deformation. 

Thee observed vehicle width is defined by the difference of two image plane co-ordinates 
r,i(7)) and rx2(t). These observations originate from points (A'i(/) . Z\{()\ and 
(X(X22(t),Z(t),Z22(t))(t)) in observer frame co-ordinates. They exhibit equal motion, denoted by 
{X(t).{X(t). Z[t)) (parallel to the surface of the road). According to the definition for rt(t) 
givenn by equation 5.8. we apply the following equation: 

)) _ r,-i(/) - 'v .» (0 _ ZVZ2{X{Z2- X2Z{) 

)) ~ ) - rx2{t) ~ ZXZ2 [Z2 -ZX)X + {X2Z\ - XxZh Z (0 0 'D.221 1 

Forr the sake of readability we will not write the time dependency of {X.)'. X. Z\ 
inn our equations. Deformation heavily depends on the orientation of these two points 
relativee to the image plane. When the orientation of the points is parallel to the image 
plane,, no deformation occurs. For this situation we have Zx = Z> = Z and equation D.22 
sinlpiiHess to: 

w{i)w{i)  Z(t) 

Z(t) Z(t) 
== r,(t) (D.23) 

Z\=ZZ\=Z22=Z =Z 

Thus,, for this situation r,(r) exactly follows from the observation of w{t). This situ-
ationn is illustrated in figure D.l by the motion of vehicle A. When the object motion is 
nott parallel to the viewing direction of the camera (vehicle B in figure D.l), Z\ / Z2. 
Thee observed object motion is then best described using the following substitution: 

A',, = A - Acos(f) . 

X-,X-, = X + AcosiO . 

ZZxx==  Z - Asin(£) . 

ZoZo = Z - Asin(£) . tan(£) = - A 7 [Zego + Z 
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withh £ used to define the (constant) motion direction of the object (see figure D.l) and 
AA the vehicle width. Substitution into equation D.22 results in: 

Mt)Mt) = - ( Z 2 - A 2 s i n2 ( q ) ( Z - X t a D ( OJ 

*'( 00 [Z2 + A 2shi2(0 - 2 *Z tan(0] Z - {Z 2 - A 2sin2(0) tan2(£) (ze go + Z) 

Ourr main interest is to investigate the influence of deformation on the estimation of the 
time-to-contactt when a vehicle is moving along a straight lane. Its small steering actions 
wil ll  introduce deformation. For our application with vehicles moving on a highway, 
Zcgo+ZZcgo+Z wil l usually be much larger than A'. In case of a lane-shift, A might be something 
likee 0.5m/s (5 seconds to perform shift one lane). When a vehicle is moving along a 
straightt lane, its small steering actions wil l result in even smaller value for X. As a 
result,, the angle £ will usually be small. We therefore approximate equation D.24 using 
tan2(£)) <§; 1 and A2sin2{<!; ) <§: Z2. This results in the following expression for the 
observedd width: 

w(t)w(t) _ Z-Xtan(Q 
ti{t)ti{t)  ~ Z- 2X tan(e) - § tan2(€)Ze90 """' ' 

Equationss D.24 and D.25 illustrate the influence of deformation on the approximation 
forr T|(f). defined by equation 5.8 from section .5.2.3. 

Thee simulation results presented in figures D.2 and D.3 illustrate the limited impact 
off  deformation on the accuracy of the estimation of rt(t.) for two characteristic situations. 
Inn both cases we observe two points that approach the camera at a relative speed of 
1.5m/s.. The points move in the plane defined by V' = lm. The distance (2A) between 
thee points equals 2m. In the first simulation, their initial position is symmetrical around 
{X(t{X(tQQ).). Z(t{j)) = (4, 35)m. In the second simulation we applied (X{tu). Z(tu)) — (0.35)m. 
Forr both simulations £ = 1° and Zfff( ,=-30m/s, leading to A*  ss().5m/s. 

Thee simulated motion represents a vehicle approaching at a relative speed of about, 
okm/h.. while performing slow sideways motion. One might think of a lane-shift, or a 
"smalll  steering action'. The vehicle approaches our vehicle up to approximately 12.5m. 
Inn the first simulation, the object is initiall y located 'in the lane next to us'. In the second 
simulationn the initial position is 'in the same lane'. The results indicate the small error 
introducedd in the estimation of r:(t) based on observation of the vehicle width. 

Ass mentioned in section 5.2.3. the relation between the time-to-contact and observa-
tionss of the vehicle width originates from the more generally applicable closed contour 
approaches.. Recommended literature on the general problem of the apparent motion of 
rigidd surface areas: [3][l][2][4j . 
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F i g u ree D .2. Simulation results of an approaching' vehicle performing a slow lane-shift. 
Initially ,, the vehicle is observed in the 'lane next to us'. The left figure shows the real value for 
thee time-to-contact and its approximation based on the observed vehicle width (w(t)/w(t)). 
Alsoo a first correction of this approximation is plotted, based on equation D.25. The figure on 
thee right shows the absolute error between the real r,(r) and the approximations. 
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F i g u ree D . 3. Simulation results of an approaching vehicle performing a slow lane-shift. Initially , 
thee vehicle is observed ïn the same lane'. The left figure shows the real value for the time-to-
contactt and its approximation based on the observed vehicle width (w(t)/w(t)). Also a first 
correctionn of this approximation is plotted, based on equation D.25. The figure on the right 
showss the absolute error between the real Ti(t) and the approximations. 
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EE Sensitivity of r and rx/ry for camera rotat ions 

Inn chapter 2 we showed how the mean viewing direction of the camera can accurately be 
estimated.. However, the interpretation of inter-frame rotation of the camera is somewhat 
moree complicated. Accumulation of errors in (mainly) the estimation of camera pitch can 
causee a small deviation between the assumed and real viewing direction of the camera. 
Ass a result, inaccuracies are introduced in the interpretation of the viewing direction of 
thee camera. In this appendix we investigate the influence of these inaccuracies on the 
interpretationn of the functions r,j(t)/r y(t). rr(t)/rx(t) and r \ rU) /M0-

Thee relation between the position of a point in real-world co-ordinates. (X. Y, Z), and 
itss projection (r.r-''V) o n * ne hnage plane is given by (see chapter 2, equation 2,3): 

cos(a)XX + sin(a) sin(3)Y - sin(o) cos(J)Z 

''xx~~ ' s i n ( a ) X- cos{o)Hin(^)Y + cos(o)cos(,y)Z 

cos(,3)YY + sin( d)Z ( ' 
lyly~~ ' sinfajX - eos(a) sin(;i)Y + cos(o) cos(tf)Z 

withh angles {o,d}  to define the viewing direction of the camera (yaw and pitch respec-
tively). . 

Wee correct our observations by means of rotation over the estimated angles —a{t) and 
—3(t).—3(t). This results in a representation of our observations as if they were obtained with 
aa camera with its viewing direction (approximately) aligned to the motion direction of 
thee camera. For this situation, the observer frame is (approximately) aligned to the real-
worldd co-ordinate frame, with o and 3 approximately 0. The sensitivity of the functions 
rry{t)/*'y{t)-y{t)/*'y{t)-  fx{t)/fj:{t)  and rx{t)/ry{t)  for inaccuracies in a(t) and 3(f) are determined 
below. . 

Sensitivityy of rvjr u and rT/fx 

Fromm equation E.2G we derive the following expression for the function ry(f)/ry(t): 

==  ^~ - i ( (Z3-Y 2) s i n (2d) + 2YZcos2(J)) 
n_oo Z YZ v } _ , 

zz x (E-27) 

== —: tau(a) 
3=111 Z Z 

Thee sensitivity for errors in the estimation of the camera pitch (around a = 3 = 0) is 
derivedd from the first equation of E.27. The sensitivity for errors in the estimation of 
yaww is derived from the second equation. 

t>(rt>(r yy/r/r yy) ) 
03 03 

ZZ22-Y-Y22 d(ry/ry) 
YZZ " On 

ii  (E.28) 
Z Z 

Equationn E.28 illustrates why 1' should be as large as possible in order to decrease sen-
sitivityy for 3. In practice, this means that the vertical distance between camera position 
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andd observed points should lie as large as possible. As explained in section 5.2.3 good 
featuree points on vehicles are observed near the surface of the road. As a consequence, 
thee camera should be mounted in the vehicle directly under its roof. For personal vehi-
cles.. Y wil l be about lm. For larger vehicles, like trucks and busses, larger values for Y 
wil ll  be possible. 

Forr vehicles observed at a relative large distance, we can apply the following expression 
forr r, using equation E.28 and Y2 <C Z1: 

f=f=  | l+yrA; * (forr Y2 <£ Z2) (E.29) ) 

withh A3 the inaccuracy in the estimated pitch. This equation illustrates the relation 
betweenn the accuracy with which pitch is estimated and the distance at which r can be 
estimatedd with satisfactory accuracy. 

Similarr results are obtained for the function / ' . ;•(0/0(0-

Sensitivityy of rx/ry 

Usingg equation 2.3 we find the following expression for rs(t)/ry(t): 

Xcos(o)) — Zsinfo) 

Ycos(d)+Zsin( /*) ) J= 0 0 Y Y 
:E.30) ) 

Again,, the sensitivity for errors in the estimation of the camera pitch (around a = Li = 0) 
cann be derived from the first equation of E.30. The sensitivity for errors in the estimation 
off yaw is derived from the second equation. 

<)(r<)(r TT/r/r yy) ) 

d:i d:i 

0{rj/r0{rj/r uu) ) 

t=.:?-! ) ) 
YY2 2 0a 0a 

(E.3i; ; 

Ass expected, the sensitivity problem is less dramatic than the sensitivity of the function 
ry(t)/fry(t)/fyy{t).{t).  Like fy(f)/ry(r). equation E.31 illustrates why Y should be as large as possible 
inn order to decrease sensitivity for li. 
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FF Variance of the measurement function l/pm 

Inn section 5.2.4 we fit a linear model to a function l/p»i(/}- Here, pm(t) represents 
measurementt data obtained from an image sequence that is corrupted by measurement 
noise.. For an accurate fit. we need to know the variance in l/p.n)(t). In this appendix we 
derivee an exact relation between the measurement inaccuracy in prn(t) and the variance 
inn the function l(pm{t). 

Pm{i)Pm{i) represents measurements in the image sequence, of one of the following types: 

•• the horizontal position of a point, rx{t): 

•• the vertical position of a point. ry(t)\ 

•• the horizontal distance between two points. •»;(/.) = rxi{/) — r j2(f). 

Inaccuracyy in observations rT.mf.„s(f) and rytrn(,ait(t) are modeled as normally distributed 
zeroo mean noise: 

rxjne<i*{t)rxjne<i*{t)  =  rAf) + rhif) < with T)x = 0, VBT(Ï/,) = a'; (F.32) 

rr yy,,ntentea*(t)a*(t)  = rv{t) + t)y{t) . with r}y = 0, var(r/„) = o\ (F.33) 

Thee variance in l/r.r imeas((), <r2, is found by solving o2 = E {(l/r Xim,:ns{i))  } ~ 
E{\lrE{\lr TT.^. m̂casmcas{i)}{i)}

ii.. The elements E {{\fr Xtmetul(t))
2} and E{lfrx,rw:<u{t)Y Ls derived as 

followss (for the sake of readability, we use rx to represent rx(t)): 

*(—l—WA ) ) 

-i-B{ i-^ft) ,--+(-i)-ft)' +°(ftn } } 
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11 1 ' E (l+

•4-{-'^'ft)'--+^rafê)"-ter)} } 

Usingg equations F.34 and F..'35, we find the following expression for a2: 

aa22 =  r*  ' U*  , (F.36) 

Thee variance in l/rVi„ ieos(f) is found in the same way. Notice that for the measurements 

U-'mt'.ti.sU-'mt'.ti.s \i) 

WmraAt)WmraAt) = rxi(t) + r}xi - rx2(t) - 7)x2 = w(t) +  Ï;X1 - T)x2 (F.37) 

withh var(-f/ji) = varf//^) = v2-- The variance in measurement function l/wmeais(t) is 
derivedd as follows (again for the sake of readability, we use w to represent w(t) and if\ 
andd r/2 to represent r)xi and r;^): 

== — . E{\- f/1 ~7/2 + ^7/I ~ ̂ N 2 

M'' •«' V u 

++ (_!)" ( 2 1 ^ 0 + 0 ' ' " -
U' ' } } 

^. fLo+ir^V-o+ir^' ii -o+ ww \ 2 V w J 2 V tr 
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EE{{
 l A = t.El(l + *^*Y) 

\{u-\{u- + m-i2)S "'2 \ \ «' J ƒ 

123 3 

w-w- w 

i i 

> - & & + + 2w2w22 2w2 [w2 - Aa'jf 

Usiugg equations F.38 and F.39, we find the following expression for a2: 

(j2=(j2=  {2a,)2[(2ax)
A-w2(2ar)

2-2wi} 

[w[w 22 - {2aT)
2f 

;F.39) ) 

(F.40) ) 

Equationss F.36 and F.40 provide exact solutions. Approximations, useful for our appli
cation,, are given in table 5.1. 
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GG Nine experimental results for vehicle detection 

S=-0.333 S=-0.50 S=-0.06 

Figur ee G.l. Removal of false detections introduced by crash barriers based on a combination 
off entropy and symmetry. Red dots indicate lines with insufficient entropy. The vertical red 
linee indicates the symmetry axis and the blue lines the boundaries of the symmetry region. 
Thee measure of symmetry (5) of this region is also shown. 

S=0.766 S=0.41 

Figur ee G.2. Vehicle detection with a camera looking through the windscreen of the vehicle. 
Goodd symmetry is detected on the vehicles (symmetry region indicated by blue lines). 

S=0.299 S=0.47 S=0.30 

FigureG.3.. Vehicle detection with a camera looking through the rear window. See caption oi 
•• G.l for detail .- a bou t t h e COlOTS. 
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HH Vehicle detection results for Fiorino2 

Figuree H.l shows samples of the results for mid-range and distanl vehicle detection in 
sequencee Fiorino2. 

S=0.344 S=0 65 S=0.38 S=0.57 

S=0.788 S=0.49 S=0.37 S=0.54 

Figur ee H.l . Detection results of mid-range and distant vehicles in the Fiorino'2 video sequence. 
Redd dots indicate lines with insufficient entropy. The vertical red line indicates the symmetry 
axiss and the blue lines the boundaries of the symmetry region. The measure of symmetry 
"I'' this region is also shown. Good symmetry is detected on the vehicles. 

Figuree H.2 shows the results lor passing vehicle detection in sequence Fiorino2. All 
tii passing vehicles were detected correctly. Besides these vehicles, 3 times a proj< 
shadoww on the surface of the road led to a false detection. Due to the low horizontal and 
temporall resolution, it is no1 possible to make a distinction based on 9, between the ve
hicless and the false detections. There is another sequence of 33 seconds, named Fiorinol. 
Theree are no vehicles passing us during this sequence. We also tested our algorithm for 
passingg vehicle detection on this sequence. This resulted in no false detections. 
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verticall lines: slraight="potential vehicle detected"; dashed="object passed" 

veh.ll veh.II veh.IIl B.I veh.l\ B.ll B.1III veh.\ veh.M 

500 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 

framee number 

== mean intensity ROI = boundaries intensity distribution of tree-driving-space 

FigureH.2.. Passing vehicle detection in the Fiorino2 video sequence. In this sequence of 
approximatelyy 33 seconds all G passing vehicles were detected as potential vehicles. Also 3 false 
detectionss were introduced. Due to the low horizontal and temporal resolution, it is no1 possible 
too make a distinction based on 6. between the vehicles and the false detections. 
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II Shadow detection in practical images 

Thiss appendix presents several experimental results concerning the estimation of the free-
driving-space.. The corresponding parameters of the intensity distribution, {ni.n\. are 
alsoo shown. The examples are ordered according to brightness of illumination of the road 
surface.. The first two examples belong to sequences recorded at dusk. The third example 
illustratess the influence of the projected shadow caused by trees alongside the road. 

estimatedd Iree-driving-space intensity distribution n W 8 n=6 

500 100 150 200 250 
intensityy value 

intensityy edges estimated free-driving-space intensity distribution m=9l.o=7 

500 100 150 200 250 
intensityy value 

intensityy edges estimated free-dnvtng-space intensity distribution" m=13d, o=9 

300" " 

intensityy edges 

500 100 150 200 250 
intensityy value 

estimatedd tree-dnving-space intensity distribution: m= 150. a-7 

150F F 

500 100 150 200 250 
intensityy value 

Figuree 1.1. Estimation of the free-driving-space. Examples ordered according to brightness oi 
illumination. . 
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JJ Deta i led de tec t ion resul t s for FACTORY and DUSK 

FACTORYY Irame l . 3 cotentiaJ vehicles peeled based on enuopy 
Identifiedd as vehicle (zoomed) 

S-00 31 S-0.31 

Identifiedd as background based on symmetry: 
S*-00 22 S=-0 12 S-0.23 S-0 1 S-0 24 

Figur ee J.1. Detailed detection results for sequence FACTORY. The results are presented for 
framess {1,55.88,168}. Red dots indicate lines with insufficient entropy. A red cross in a HOI 
indicatess thai the region was classified as background based on entropy. A vertical red line 
indicatess the symmetry axis and the blue lines the boundaries of the symmetry region. With 
55 the measure of symmetry of a region is indicated. 
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DUSK.. Irame 1: 5 potential vehicles rejected Cased on entropy 

Figur ee J.2. Details aboul the detection results of mid-range and distant vehicle.-- for sequence 
DUSK.. The results are presented for frames {1,24,48}. Re<l dots indicate lines with insufficient 
entropy.. A red cross in a HOI indicates thai the region was classified as background based on 
entropy.. A vertical red line indicates the symmetry axi^ anil the blue line- the boundaries of 
thee symmetry region. With S 'he measure of symmetry of a region i-. indicated. 
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